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How does MYP 
Connect to PYP?



Learner Profile 
Attributes

Reflective
Inquirer
Knowledgeable
Thinker
Communicator
Principled
Open-Minded
Caring
Risk-Taker
Balanced



What are the Approaches 
to Learning Skills?

Thinking Skills

critical thinking

creative 
thinking

transfer

Social Skills

collaboration

Communication 
Skills

communication

Self 
Management 

Skills

organization

affective skills

reflection

Research Skills

information 
literacy

media literacy

Examples of skills found in each of these categories and clusters 
can be found in the York Academy Assessment Policy Document



What classes will I take?
Design

Reading / English Language and Literature

Spanish Language Acquisition

Math Mathematics

Social Studies Individuals and Societies

Science Sciences

Art Visual Arts

Music Performance Arts

Gym Physical and Health Ed



MYP offers Criterion-Related 
Assessments

Learning 
Progress

(formative 
assessments)

Learning 
Achievement

(summative 
assessments)

Approaches 
to Learning
(learning how to 

learn)



IB Subject Objectives/Criterion
SUBJECT A B C D

Individuals 
and Societies

Knowing and 
Understanding Investigation Communicating Thinking Critically

Science Knowing and 
Understanding

Inquiring and 
Designing

Processing and 
Evaluating

Reflecting on the 
Impacts of 
Science

Math Knowing and 
Understanding

Investigating 
Patterns Communicating Applying in real 

world context

Language and 
Literature Analyzing Organizing Producing Text Using Language

Spanish Comprehending 
Spoken text

Comprehending 
written text Communication Using Language

Arts Knowing and 
Understanding Developing Skills Thinking 

Creatively Responding

PE-Health Knowing and 
Understanding

Planning for 
Performance

Applying and 
Performing

Reflecting on and 
improving 

performance

Design Inquiry and 
Analyzing Developing Ideas Creating the 

solution Evaluating



What IB objectives/criteria are 
assessed?

Teachers plan instruction 
to address the learning 
objectives shared in the 
MYP subject guides.

They plan assessment 
tasks that incorporate the 
assessment criterion.

https://www.ibo.org/programmes/middle-years-programme/curriculum/



Teacher created rubrics are shared with 
students for each 
project on 1-8 scale.

Rubrics include:

● learning objectives for 
students.

● achievement level 
descriptors of 
achievement levels 
graded on a 1-8 scale.

● task specific 
clarifications that 
indicate what evidence 
should be seen in 
student work for each 
achievement level.



What are the Approaches 
to Learning Skills?

Thinking Skills

critical thinking

creative 
thinking

transfer

Social Skills

collaboration

Communication 
Skills

communication

Self 
Management 

Skills

organization

affective skills

reflection

Research Skills

information 
literacy

media literacy

Examples of skills found in each of these categories and clusters 
can be found in the York Academy Assessment Policy Document



“The focus of Approaches to 
Learning is on teaching 

students how to … develop 
lifelong learning skills and 

strategies.”
– MYP: From principles into practice

Approaches to 
Learning

(learning how to learn)

Approaches to Learning represent 
general and subject-specific learning 
skills that students must develop and 
apply during school and far beyond.

Some Examples include:

● Assignment Completion
● Meeting Deadlines
● Academic Honesty
● Preparation for 

class/activities
● Participation in 

class/activities
● Collaboration with peers



Final Course Grades
Levels of Achievement

Students will receive a final grade for each 
criterion of the course on a 0-8 scale.  

These four grades are added together to 
identify the overall grade for the course.  

This grade is NOT an average, it is a rubric 
based grade with detailed descriptors.  

Weight is given to the most recent, 
consistently achieved scores.



York Academy MYP 
Report Card 

Every trimester students 
receive a grade in each of 
the four criterion on a 0-8 
scale.

Every trimester students 
also receive a grade in 
all five categories for 
ATLs/ Approaches to 
Learning Skills.

Grades are reported as:
B eginning, 
D eveloping, or 
AP plying.

Comments are provided 
for each subject in each 
trimester to further explain 
student growth.

Students receive an 
overall final grade for the 
year.  Grades are 
reported on a  rubric scale 
of 1-7 for each subject.



Important Differences in MYP 
Grading

No ‘averages’, percents, 
or single summary 
letter grades are 

reported

Equal  
Emphasis on 

ATLs, or 
Learning Skills, 

or ‘Learning 
how to Learn’

Progress 
reported across 

different 
dimensions/ 

criteria of 
learning and 

growth

Evaluation of 
student 

learning using  
pre-determined 

task-specific 
criteria

Approaches to Learning 
are taught and assessed 

in each class every 
trimester

Students don’t “lose 
points” – they ‘achieve’ 

levels based on 
demonstration of criteria 

in assignments



Expectations of Teachers

○ Homework every night/many projects 
○ Agendas-assignments, bathroom pass
○ Communication - Dojo (Behavior, Classwork)
○ Technology Expectations
○ Boot Camp to get started- executive 

functioning skills, Growth Mindset, study 
skills



Expectations of 
Students

○ Time management/assignment planning
○ Quiet workspace at home free of distractions
○ Check Sapphire and Dojo
○ Communication - Dojo (Behavior, Classwork)



Mathematics
Numbers and 

Operations

Algebraic Concepts

Geometry

Data and 
Probability

Vocabulary

Fractions
Decimals
Word problems
Ratios

Combining LIke Terms
Solve one step equations
Creating equations based on 
data

Surface area and volume of 
3D shapes
Slicing

Box and Whisker Plots
MAD
Histograms

ALL vocabulary associated 
with these topics

Fractions
Decimals 

Word Problems
Proportions

One and Two Step Equations
Inequalities

Transversals
Triangles

Angle Relationships

Probability
Simple and Compound 

Probability

ALL vocabulary associated 
with these topics



Language and Literature

READING
- comprehend & analyze grade level text 
- make inferences & develop conclusions based on text evidence 

& prior knowledge
- use context clues to understand the meaning of unknown words

WRITING
- produce text based on reading comprehension
- use a variety of effective sentences (simple, compound, 

complex, complex compound) to convey a message
- produce essays with well-developed & organized paragraphs



Language Acquisition
In our class, we work to develop skills in listening, 
speaking, reading, and writing in Spanish with emphasis 
on real communication in meaningful cultural contexts.

We learn to develop a respect for, and understanding of, 
other languages and cultures to realize that there are 
diverse ways of living, behaving and viewing the world.

We aim to foster curiosity, inquiry and a lifelong interest 
in, and enjoyment of, language 
learning.

Remember: to learn another language is FUN! 



Design
Everything we do in design revolves 
around the design cycle wheel. 

In 6th grade we are discovering what 
it means to follow the design process 
while trying to solve real world 
problems

In 7th we continue to develop  these 
skills by taking them to the next level 
by honing in on attention to detail 
and technical skills.  

In essence - When you see 
something that needs to be 
improved or fixed, how do you go 
about fixing or improving it. 

Or - If you want to create something 
how do you go about that process. 



Sciences

6th Grade- Earth Science 7th Grade- Life Science

● Inquiry based and follow the scientific method
● Investigate and solve problems through research, qualitative 

and quantitative observation and experimentation
● Explore and reflect on the connections and impact of science 

on everyday life.
● Develop a sense of responsibility as members of local and 

global communities.



Individuals and Societies
6th Grade - US History to 186       7th Grade - World Geography

The aims of MYP individuals and societies are to encourage and enable students to:
• appreciate human and environmental commonalities and diversity
• understand the interactions and interdependence of individuals, societies and 

the environment
• understand how both environmental and human systems operate and evolve
• identify and develop concern for the well-being of 

human communities and the natural environment
• act as responsible citizens of local and global 

communities
• develop inquiry skills that lead towards conceptual 

• understandings of the relationships between 
• individuals, societies and the environments 
• in which they live.



MYP School Uniforms

Khaki Bottoms:
Skirts, Jumper, Pants, 

Shorts

Shoes must be predominantly solid: Black, Brown, White, or Maroon

Maroon Top



Thank you for coming!
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